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Abstract: 

Gas turbines are commonly used in propulsion of aircraft, land-based power generation and various 

industrial applications. Gas turbine working at high-temperature limits. In order to achieve the good 

performance of the gas turbine, the temperature at the inlet of the turbine should be increase. This high 

temperature mainly effects the blades of the gas turbine and leads to destroy the turbine blades. To 

reduce the effect of high temperature, a cooling method is required for gas turbine blades. In this review 

mainly focused on various cooling techniques like air cooling, steam as cooling medium and coolant paint 

in air medium were discussed for cooling of the gas turbine blades. Cooling of turbine blades under air 

as cooling medium and steam as cooling medium are discussed by three different techniques of each like 

air internal convective cooling, air film cooling and air transpiration cooling under air as cooling medium 

steam internal convective cooling, steam film cooling and steam transpiration cooling respectively under 

steam as cooling medium. Also, the parameters like heat transfer, efficiency, temperature reduction on 

turbine blades, and power output varying due to these coolant methods were discussed. Steam as cooling 

medium gives best results among the all cooling techniques of turbine blades 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Gas turbine plays a very important component for producing power. However, gas turbines are used 

widely in different sources of power generation, the turbine's performance is enhanced by increasing the 

inlet temperature of a gas turbine, which is the avoidant impact on the gas turbine blades. Thermal 

performance and power output are enhanced by temperature rise [1][2]. However high temperature 

leads to turbine blade failure [3]. The high temperature causes thermal corrosion which eventually causes 

in blade destruction [4]. If the blade reaches the high temperature, there are many possibilities of a 

turbine blade's goes under thermal failure that ultimately have an impact on the overall failure of turbine. 

Hence there is a necessity of a cooling system for turbine blades that maintain its temperature and avoid 

it from failure of blade and turbine. The blade degradation is caused by thermal cracking and thermal 

blade corrosion due to high temperatures. However, the advanced gas turbine does not withstand high 

temperature as a classy cooling system is installed to lower the blade temperature. Research has been 

conducted over the last three decades to examine the methods of cooling in the high-pressure turbine 

blades. Hence a various method of cooling of turbine blades has been developed. The following figure1 
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shows different types of cooling methods.  

 

 

                       Fig.1 Classification of the blade cooling 

 

1.1 Internal convective cooling 

In this cooling the medium goes out of tip by moving the cooling air through internal passages to the turbine 

blade. Heat is transmitted by conduction through the blade, and then by convection into the air flowing 

within the blade. 

 

  

  

 

Fig.2 Internal convective cooling [5] 
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1.2 Film cooling  

 In recent years, aircraft and power generation gas turbine architects have tried to manage combustor exit 

and inlet temperatures of stage of high-pressure turbine. By controlling the exit temperature of combustor, 

the effectiveness improved and fuel consumption reduce. Moreover, the higher temperatures contribute 

to increased thrust in the aircraft application. 

Unfortunately, these higher temperatures have put the safety of the high-pressure turbine components and 

the sharp edges of the turbine directly at risk.  

 

 

Fig 3: Film cooling [6] 

Current turbine stage inlet temperatures reach the melting point of the blade materials. In order to avoid 

turbine blade failures, film cooling has been integrated for gas turbine engines due to these excessive 

working temperatures. In the film cooling, the medium is allowed to leave the leading edge of the blade 

and is enabled to cover the entire blade surface, which minimizing the transfer of heat from the new 

increasing gas to the blade surface. The cooling is thus due to the combined operation of internal 

convection and film cooling 

1.3 Transpiration cooling 

In transpiration cooling, numerous small holes area unit generated on the surfaces of the blades, forming a 

porous wall through which medium comes out and forms a good thick fluid film on the surface, resulting in 

reduced heat transfer from hot gasses to blades and cooling is thus formed due to the joint action of internal 

convection and cooling film. 

Fig 4: Transpiration cooling [21] 
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2. Past technology on gas turbine cooling methods: 

From figure 5 and figure 6 observed that in the early era in 1950 most of the blades were uncooled blades. 

They could take up to 1000 K and then, leading to higher turbine inlet temperatures, they would have to 

resort to some kind of cooling technology, irrespective of what material used. At that moment the 

technology of material was not much developed to solve this issue. So simple cooling technology was used 

in which a certain amount of cold air indeed passed through the blade. This technology provides a small 

amount of cooling in the range of 25 ℃ to 30 ℃ and sufficient to maintain the temperature. After that some 

more technology was developed that could work under the temperature of 1400K and reduce the rate of 

heat transfer. After that complex cooling technology were introduced to cool the turbine blades which 

involve film cooling and then impingement cooling etc., which is taken the turbine temperature into near 

about 2000K. However modern turbine reaches a temperature of up to 1900 K or 2000 K. However, the 

less development in material technology has an issue to solve this problem. The projected trend and new 

material as shown in figure 5 and figure 6. 
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                  Fig 5: Cooling technology for gas turbine blades [22] 

Fig 6: cooling methods [23] 

Now we have achieved a temperature range of 2200 K or 2300 K, which does not actually happen, and this 

is the one of the reasons why cooling technologies have been developed because of material technology is 

not development yet. Transpiration cooling is the example for these developments. 

 

 

The new material which was porous material which was facilitated transpiration cooling has not really 

happened and projected trend not really matured a lot of research are going on and we are not crossing the 

2200 K in the year of up to 2010 [22].  

        Table 1: Summary of the graph [22] 

 

Year 

 

Type of cooling method 

 

Temperature(K)  

1950 Uncooled blade 1000 - 1100 

1960 Internal 1 or 2 pass cooling 1200 - 1400 

1970 Distributed internal convection 

cooling 

1300 - 1500 

1980 Film cooling + internal cooling 1600 - 1800 

1990 Film + Impingement cooling 1600 - 1900 

3. Different performance characteristics on the cooling of turbine blades 

The different performance characteristics on cooling of turbine blades like heat transfer, reduction of 

temperature due to the cooling of blades and efficiency of cooling has been discussed. 
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3.1  Heat Transfer 

Mohammad H. et al. used air or steam to examine the heat transfer of gas turbine blades as coolants are 

studied under various working conditions. [7]. They showed that the result of steam is a better cooling 

medium than air. 

                          Fig 7. Variation of TIT with cooling mass ratio [7] 

Maryam Besharati-Givi et al. [8] Illustrated the relation between the TIT and the amount of cooling air. The 

blade cooling will enhance the output from 28.8 % to 34.0 % and the net power from 105 MW to 208 MW 

compared to the simple cycle without cooling. Sanjay et al. This steam cooling provides more specific work 

and thus gives a higher plant output value of about 60 percent in the combined cycle system[9]. 

                  Fig 8. Effect of TIT on plant efficiency for various cooling’s [9] 

Chao Ma et al. [10] examine an experimental study on the heat transfer properties of steam and airflow 

in rectangular channels roughed with the use of an infrared camera [10][11]. Steam has higher 

performance of heat transfers than air at the same waft state. Xiaojun Shi et al. use of compressed air-

cooling technology instead of steam is a useful cooling technology for blades passages and vanes.  
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Fig 9. Steam versus Air as a cooling medium [12] 

 

 

In this study, the native characteristics of  heat transfer and thus the efficiency of steam flow in large ratio 

channels with various angular ribs on 2 opposite walls are experimentally investigated [12]. The rib 

angles are 90 degrees, 60 degrees, 45 degrees, and 30 degrees respectively, steam as the cooling system, 

the 60 degrees angled ribs have better heat transfer efficiency and are often recommended for cooling 

design. They also compared air as cooling and steam as the cooling medium and suggested that steam as 

a cooling medium yields better results than air. Mithilesh et al.[13] in this study, the effect of the 

operational parameters on gas turbine with convection air film for cooling of blade has been reported. 

The results indicated that exegetic efficiency will decrease and suddenly rise in power output 

furthermore decrease with a rise a quantity of bled rise from the compressor. The blade air coolant 

demand depends on the appropriate temperature of blade material and rotary engine water temperature. 

Linqi Shui et al. [14] studied provides a computational and experimental study on the transfer of heat and 

the flow of cooling steam in an extremely rectangular duct with 90 ° ribs and studies the effect of cooling 

conditions on the increase in heat transfer of steam. The various of parameters like Reynold number, inlet 

temperature and outlet pressure are varied from 10,000 to 190,000, 300°C to 500°C and 0.5MPa to 6MPa 

respectively. The results comparative study for heat transfer from steam and air under similar conditions 

were provided. Results showed that thermal performance is greatly affected by temperature and pressure 

variation and there is very little impact for varying of Reynold number. Jiangnan et al.[15] Steam has also 

been used as an internal cooling coolant for gas turbine blades. A lot of work has been done to investigate 

the heat transfer efficiency of steam in rectangular ribbed channels. The efficiency of steam heat and mass 

transfer in angular rib channels will be illustrated by the vortex core situation and shape.  
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3.2 Reduction of temperature due to the cooling of blades  

F. J. Bayley et al. [17] experimented with the heat transfer efficiency and temperature variation of Porous 

gas turbine blades. Measurements of the mass flow rate and thus the temperature of the main gas stream 

through the cascade were made in this experimental investigation.  

     Fig 10. Temperature distribution for constant chordwise effusion, Mach number 0-79.[17] 

 

  

Akira Murata et al. [18] the internal convection cooling is critical because the temperature at the inlet of 

the turbine is higher to achieve higher thermal efficiency. The combination of spherical dimples, 

cylindrical protrusions, and crosswise sq is used to improve heat transfer at least one wall of a narrow 

passage had its ribs added. T. Horbach et al.[19] describes an experimental analysis on the trailing edge 

film cooling of modern high-pressure turbine blades using coolant ejection through planar slots on a 

side-cut pressure converter. The elliptic pin fins also have a powerful effect on discharge behavior as 

well as on film cooling and heat transfer performance. The geometric variations, apart from the elliptic 

pin fins, have only a slight effect on heat transfer and temperature variations in the gas turbine blades. 

Sima baheri islami et al. [20] Computational results are provided for a row of fluid injection holes on 

either side of a hard-hitting gas turbine engine blade. Results show that the most impact of trenching is 

the reduction of jet lifting away from the surface of the blade so that the bar of abrupt reduction of 

cooling efficiency once the injection position.  

3.3 Efficiency of cooling 

   R. C. Wilcock et al. examine the effect of turbine blade cooling on gas turbine power cycle performance. A 

thermodynamic cycle analysis coding system for determining the efficiency of cooled gas turbines has been 

used to measure the effectiveness of plants with variable combustor outlet temperature.  
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Table 2 : Improvements in film cooling effectiveness [21] 

 

 

Additionally, the sensitivity of the cycle efficiency to variance of the parameters specifying the cooling flow 

levels is examined. Results show that the cycle output of a cooled turbine is mainly concerned with the 

combustor outlet temperature, the pressure magnitude ratio rp, and even the polytropic performance of 

turbomachinery, as for uncooled devices. They also discussed the cycle performance variance for a variety 

of efficiencies and cooling technologies in turbomachinery mechanics.  Jong S et al.[21] In this study, variety 

of cooling hole shapes are evaluated numerically for mistreatment of the fluid dynamics (CFD) machine tool 

ANSYS-CFX-11.0 with the goal of increasing cooling efficiency below a good pressure gradient main flow. To 

delineate the results of from that of diffusion, a relentless space magnitude relation is initially assumed and 

within the next set of analyses, the result of hole exit diffusion is taken into account. 

4. Studies on cooling methods 

Once gas turbine engine blades are cooled, one does not undergo gradually related changes within the 

engine's capabilities but incorporates extension over the engine's lifespan. Many authors have made 

many excellent geometries to cool the turbine blade — making channel ribs, angle holes, impingement, 

film cooling injection angles, trenched formed holes, vortex cooling, mixing dimples, protrusions and ribs 

in narrow inner passages, rib angles. Moreover, there is no such material to sustain higher temperatures 

aside from the turbine needs more inlet temperature to improve output, which is why people depend on 

methods of cooling. Steam as a cooling medium in these methods yields a good result on the turbine blade 

cooling. 
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Conclusions 

Thermal performance of gas turbines depends on the gas turbine's inlet temperature. As temperature will 

increase the efficiency conjointly will increase. As the temperature increases, turbine blades lead to 

failure. Cooling methods are the simplest Turbine blade cooling approach. The thermal stress is created 

generally too high a blade temperature so a cooling media should be used properly. The two-cooling 

media used to measure effectively within which steam provides several satisfactorily cooling results. 

Trained holes have a reduction of the high temperature and lower the blade temperature. As the number 

of holes increases the heat transfer rate, it is expected to produce much better results for thirteen holes. 

It's all about the cooling helps to lower the blade temperature, which is incredibly useful for cooling the 

turbine power cycle as opposed to other techniques. Cooling helps to reduce the turbine blade 

temperature by integrating air cooling and steam injection, making it more effective. The injection of 

steam into the combustion chamber also increases thermal efficiency and the basic work output. Film 

cooling uses the concept of convection in that a thin layer is created over the surface inside temperature 

fluid that absorbs heat and cools the product that has a lot of efficiency. It is often the case that film cooling 

tests entirely different methods, but end wall film cooling is often used to cool the turbine engine tip. 
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